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very parent is going to need one of these. The Totspot (patent
pending) is a portable LED light that will clip onto most items
up to 1 inch thick such as clothing, baby’s crib or change table,
chairs, books, etc. It is constructed of a lightweight, durable
material with a ball and socket style rotating head which pivots like an ‘eye’
in any direction enabling the user to direct the light accordingly. Our
ergonomic design incorporates safety features such as a countersunk low
voltage LED bulb, screw-on battery cover, secured clip and push-button
on/off switch making the Totspot safe for your child to handle with supervision. The Totspot produces a significant amount of non-invasive light
without creating night blindness. It can be used in a multitude of applications including: checking on babies and young children at night, administering medicine, reading a book, lighting the inside of a carry bag, illuminating a map in a vehicle or as a safety night light for the elderly, to name
only a few. Check it out at www.goo-goobaby.com
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The Perfect Pocket Waterproof Bib is
a must have for any parent
The patent pending mess-catching
pocket is not your typical flat, “sewn in
place” pocket. In fact, it can be
unsnapped and laid flat so that you can
quickly wipe it clean and then snap it
back up again ready for use.
What’s more, when fastened the
pocket is specially designed to bow away
from baby staying open and therefore
catching and retaining up to 1/2 cup of
food and liquid!
Say good-bye to rusty metal fasteners
and sharp Velcro as our bibs come with
comfortable and adjustable plastic neck
fasteners.
Perfect Pocket Bib - $19.99 CAD
The Perfect Pocket Waterproof Bib
comes in two sizes: 6-24 months
(small) and 2-4 years (large).

Check out these
products and more
award winners in the
Baby Guide on page
33. Plus, get more
information by going
online to:
creativechild.com and
check out the “new”
Baby Guide section.

